June 13th 3-4:15pm Conference Room C, UN Headquarters

Side Event: Briefing and Panel Discussion
Driving Government & Private Investment and Action in Inclusive Sport under the Kazan Action Plan Commitments aligned with CRPD

BACKGROUND
Aligning MINEPS VI output - the Kazan Action Plan, the SDGs & CRPD.

UNESCO periodically convenes a gathering of the world’s physical education and sports ministers. In 2017 these ministers met in Kazan and produced the Kazan Action Plan (KAP).

This session will outline how the KAP is a useful vehicle for promoting inclusive sport.

PANELISTS AND GUESTS
Finian McGrath, Minister of State with Responsibility for Disability, Ireland
Catherine Carty, representing UNESCO and the UNESCO Chair
Mizael Conrado, National Secretariat with Responsibility for Persons with Disabilities, Brazil
Layne Robinson, the Commonwealth
Amy Farkas Karageorgos, International Disability Alliance
Eli Wolff, Power of Sport Lab
Juan Pablo Salazar, International Paralympic Committee
Meredith Ciaccia, Special Olympics International
Tiffany Williams, Deaflympics
Federico Poitier, the Global Network on Disability Inclusive and Accessible Urban Development
Daniel Mont and Mitchell Loeb, the Washington Group on Disability Statistics
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Live Streaming: Facebook Live  Recording available afterwards
https://www.facebook.com/UNESCOChairInclusivePESportFitnessRecreation/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel